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the number of units in the system at time t and Y(t) is the number of units served 
up to that time. Clearly {X(f), Y(t); t 2 O> is a bivariate Markov process. Explicit 
expression for 
P,,,(t) = P{X( t) = m, Y(t) = n} 
is obtained when w11 assumes the value 0 or 1 and n 2 0. Various other quantities 
of interest are also computed. 
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Probabilistic study of a dam model was first initiated by Moran ( 1954) and various 
problems associat : d with the model have subsequently been investigated. 
The release rule of Moran was to release ‘m’ units or the total content if it fall 
short of ‘m’. More realistic release rules were proposed and examined by some 
authors. However, !: ttle investigation has been made of the economic aspects such 
as profits we derive from released water, and the cost of storage. 
In this paper an attempt is made to obtain an optimal release rule, so as to 
maxim&e the average profit. Some of the earlier results can be obtained as particular 
cases of this release rule. A Markovian decision process approach is utilised in 
obtaining the optiimal release rule. 
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In this paper a correlated up and down time one unit system is treated. The 
tifetime of the system is general. It produces units for sdle one at a time at renewal 
epochs. it is sent for repair or for service according to whether it fails or it completes 
the production of k units before the failure. The service time and repair time of :he 
crystem are independent and have distinct distributions. The joint distribution of the 
u:p time, down time and the number of units produced is discussed. The transform 
o/t‘ the distribution is given and the joint moments are obtained. The cast function 
of the model is treated. Two S-s inventory models are presented. In these models 
it demand occurs far one unit at a time. An agent visits the inventory to take up 
order\. If he fails to visit bzfotc the kvtd drops to s from S an order is made to fill 
up the inventory. The lead time of an order depends on the size of the order. In 
model I the inter-arrival time of the agent is exponential and that of the demand is 
gcnerJ and in model 2, the two distributions are interchanged. The joint distribution 
of’ the time to order and the lead time and their moments are obtained. Finally, 
~tw~mq A1 distributions zre exponential the steady state inventory level probability 
actor is pwented for a special case. 
